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The figures in the right-hand margin indicate full marks.
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as racticable.

1. Answer any EIIUB of the following questions: 4v2-08

a) Define perfect fluid.
b) Write the diff'erences between stream line and path line?
c) Cive exan.rples of rotational and irrotational fluid flows.
d) If the deformation of a body is defined by the displacement components u1 :

t<(lxl1 xr),uz = k(Xl + X) and u3 : k(X3 * X1) where k > 0.

Compute the extension of a line element that passes through the point (L,1,L)
/t 1 1\

rn tlle drrectro, (* , ,f , frl.
e) Find the complex potential due to a source.
f) The velocity (u,v,w) of a f-luid at a point P(x,y,z) is given by tt=

- 3= ,, = llr and w : j -. rina rhe rare ar which density of rhe fluid atx"+y" x"+y" x.+y"
appoint P is decreasing in the flow field.

2. Answer any roB of the following questions: 4x1-16

a) Define principal stress and principal direction ofstress. Prove that all principal
stresses are real.

b) Show the equivalence between Eulerian and Lagrangian forms ofequations of
continuity.

c) Find the image of a source with respect to a straight line.

d) For the defomration defined by the equations X, = )(xl + xl1, X, =

or-' (;) ,Xz -- xz,x1 + O, find the deformation gradient tensors in material

forms. Hence show that the deformation is isochoric.
e) The stress matrix at a point P(x;) in material is given by

/*r*, x4 o \
(r,)=1 4 o -x,l

\o -x2 o/
Find the stress vector at the point QG,0,-1) on the surface \: x3 + x3.

f) Show that the principal directions of strain at each point in a lir.rearly elastic
isotropic body must be coincident with the principal directions of stress.

e.r.o)
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Answer any TWO of the following questions:

State and prove Kelvin's Minimum Energy

Derive the energy equation for Perfect fluid.
The stress tensor at appoint is given by

check on the invariance of 0,02 and 03.

d) Derive the basic elastic constants fbr isotropic elastic solid.
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Deten.nine the principal stresses and corresponding principal directions. Also
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